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Home Care Maintenance for Hair Extensions
Prepared for __________ by Ember Salon on ___________
for custom hair extensions applied with silicone micro-beads.
1. Do not shampoo for 48 hours. Always wash your hair with your head back
and not tilted forward. Never wash with a scrubbing action.
2. Brush your natural hair and extension hair using the “wet brush” to prevent
the natural hair from tangling together in between extensions.
3. Always follow up each wash with a leave-in conditioner
4. Use a repairing or moisture treatment on extensions 1X per week to ensure
quality of extensions.
5. Return to the salon for your 2 week follow up after application service.
6. Return to salon for the recommended “tightening” time which will be
discussed between you and your stylist depending on the density and texture of
your natural hair.
7. If timing between tightenings is longer than the recommended timing
discussed between you and your stylist, than I understand that I will pay an extra
$200 to re-adjust extensions.
8. Curling, flat irons and hot rollers may be used, but must be kept an adequate
distance away from the silicone bead on the hair extension.
9. Keep conditioner, leave-in conditioner and oil away from aluminum beads on
extensions.
10. Activities taking place in a constant, damp environment, such as aerobics,
steam baths, saunas, and swimming may lessen the longevity of the extensions
and tightening services may need to be applied more often.

11. Average natural hair loss is between 50-150 strands of hair a day. A full
head application of hair extensions covers approximately one-third of the head.
During a tightening service, some natural hair may be shed more than normal
because of being locked in the aluminum bead during each service. This is
normal and should not be interpreted as hairs pulled from the scalp by the
extensions themselves. Daily brushing close to the scalp will avoid matting in
this area.
12. Brush hair before going to bed and wear hair in a low braid while sleeping
to ensure the hair does not tangle.
13. If you are allergic to aluminum or zinc, extensions with micro-beads cannot
be used If you are undergoing an MRI, you will need to remove your
extensions If you have scalp conditions such as Alopecia, Eczema or Psoriasis
you are not a candidate for extensions.
14. If you are on medication make sure hair loss or shedding is not a side
effect prior to the extensions service
I have read, initialed and understand my home care maintenance sheet. if I do
not follow the above instructions I understand my hair extension specialist and
Ember Salon cannot be held responsible.
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